Abstract. In this document we study some local deformation properties of matrix representations of the universal C * -algebras denoted by I m ε [p 1 , . . . , pm] and S m−1 ε [p 1 , . . . , pm], and that we call Semi-Soft Cubes and Semi-Soft Spheres respectively.
Introduction
In this document we study some local deformation properties of matrix representations of the universal C * -algebras I [p 1 , . . . , p m ] that we call in this document Semi-Soft Cubes and Semi-Soft Spheres respectively, and that will be defined in §3. 3 .
We will use some C * -algebraic technology to study the local deformation properties of matrix words in particular representations of Semi-Soft Cubes and Spheres, we will then use these results to study the local deformation properties of generic matrix equations on words.
1.0.1. C*-Algebras and Topologically Controlled Linear Algebra. Given δ > 0, a function ε : R → R + 0 , a finite set of functions F ⊆ C(T 1 , D 2 ) and two unitary matrices u, v ∈ M n such that uv − vu ≤ δ, we say that the set F is δ-controlled by Ad [v] if the diagram,
commutes up to an error ε(δ) for each f ∈ F . In [25] we found some connections between the previously described C * -algebras and topologically controlled linear algebra (in the sense of Freedman and Press [9] ), which can be roughly described as the study of the relations between matrix sets and smooth manifolds that is performed by implementing techniques from geometric topology in the study of matrix approximation problems. The connections we found can be outlined with the help of diagram 1.1 together with matrix embeddings of the form (1.2) C * (U 1 , . . . , U N ) → C * (U, V ), for some U, V, U 1 , . . . , U N ∈ U(n) such that, U V − V U ≤ ε, U j ∈ C * (U, V ) and U j U k = U k U j , 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N . By modifying 1.2 appropriately, one can also obtain particular matrix embeddings of the form
where U =Ĥ 1 + iK 1 , V =Ĥ 2 + iK 2 and U j = H j + iK j , 1 ≤ j ≤ N are the cartesian decompositions of the unitary matrices in 1.2.
Local Matrix Homotopies and Matrix
Words. Given δ > 0, a function ε : R → R + 0 and two matrices x, y in a set S ⊆ M n such that x − y ≤ δ, by a ε(δ)-local matrix homotopy between x and y, we mean a matrix path X ∈ C([0, 1], M n ) such that X 0 = x, X 1 = y, X t ∈ S and X t − y ≤ ε(δ) for each t ∈ [0, 1]. Definition 1.1 (Local matrix deformations x ε y). Given two matrices x, y ∈ M n we write x ε y if there is ε-local matrix homotopy X ∈ C([0, 1], M n ) between x and y.
As a consequence of some of the results reported in §3.2 and the constructive nature of their proofs, we have learned about the convenience of what we call joint spectral clustering when it comes to the computation of local deformations of m-tuples of normal matrices. Example 1.1. For an example of spectral clustering, lets us consider two hermitian matrices X, Y ∈ C 400×400 such that [X, Y ] = O(1 × 10 −3 ), let us now form the matrix A = X + iY that we can use to compute the joint pseudospectrum Λ ε (X, Y ) = Λ ε (A) of X and Y in the sense of Loring [21] that is shown in Figure  1 , we can also use the Ritz values of A to compute an approximate (Chebyshev) minimal polynomial p δ,A for A. The corresponding approximate polynomial lemniscates of p δ,A together with a searching/interpolating interpolating Chebyshev type grid ares shown in Figures 2 and 3 .
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ s. Given 0 < δ ≤ ε, a polynomial matrix function f ∈ C[x, y] and a pair of δ-commuting hermitian matrices X, Y in M n such that f (X, Y ) ≤ ε, using perturbation theory one can combine Friis-Rørdam techniques (presented [7] to derive an alternative proof of Lin's theorem), together with the Pseudospectral scanning techniques presented by T. A. Loring in [21] to obtain an approximate interpolating matrix polynomial (in the sense of [4] )f (x, y) for f (x, y), such that there are two commuting hermitian matricesX,Ỹ ∈ M n that satisfy the constraints
By combining matrix dilation techniques and joint Pseudospectral scanning of the estimated/preprocessed joint-Pseudospectral region in Ω m ε ⊆ R m of an m-tuple of almost commuting hermitian matrices X 1 , . . . , X m in M n , one can extend the interpolation method described in the previous paragraph to R m , the idea is essentially that by the results obtained by Loring and Exel in [6] , one can make (as long it is allowed by the nature of the matrix equations under study) "surgical Pseudospectral cuts" inΩ m to throw away some "bad spectral projectors" with their corresponding invariant subspaces and joint-Pseudoeigenvalues inΩ m , in such a way that the geometry of the leftover subregion ofΩ m is "nice enough" to kill the Bott index (in the sense of [17] ) of the corresponding "ε-nearby/projected" m-tuplẽ X 1 , . . . ,X m in M n corresponding to the original matrices X 1 , . . . , X m ∈ M n .
By the results presented in §3.2, one can perform the Loring's Pseudospectral scanning in a pairwise fashion. Under the pairwise joint Pseudospectral scanning consideration, one can use grids like the one illustrated in Figure 3 to perform the Pseudospectral scanning. Building on the procedures presented in §3.2, the extension of Loring's Pseudospectral scanning techniques to Chebyshev type grids like the one presented in Figure 4 , by implementing and modifying some standard computational techniques for local refinement and multigrid pre-and pot-processing, seems promising in order to develope some computational tools for the study of problems in Graphene Nanotechnology (in the sense of [10] and [15] ).
In this document we build on the techniques developed in [24] and [25] , to study the analytic local connectivity properties of particular representations in M ∞ of C * -algebras generated by universal semialgebraic normal contractions, under commutativity preserving and semialgebraic constraints.
Some geometrical aspects of the local deformation of matrix words will be addressed in §3.1, in particular we consider the curved nature of local homotopies that preserve commutation relations. The main results will be presented in §3.3.
Preliminaries and Notation
Definition 2.1 (Semialgebraic Matrix Varieties). Given J ∈ Z + , a system of J polynomials p 1 , . . . , p J ∈ Π N = C x 1 , . . . , x N in N NC-variables x 1 , . . . , x N ∈ Π N and a real number ε ≥ 0, a particular matrix representation of the noncommutative semialgebraic set Z ε,n (p 1 , . . . , p J ) described by (2.1)
will be called a ε, n-semialgebraic matrix variety (ε, n-SMV), if ε = 0 we can refer to the set as a matrix variety. * . Given a compact set X ⊂ C and a subset S ⊆ M n , let us dote by S(X) the set S(X) := {X ∈ S|σ(S) ⊆ X}, in particular we will write N (n)(D 2 ) to denote the set normal contractions in M n .
Example 2.1. Given any integer n ≥ 1, let us set N := diag [n, n − 1, . . . , 1], we will have that the set Z N := {X ∈ M n |[N, X] = 0} is a matrix variety. If for some δ > 0, we set now Z N,δ := {X ∈ M n | [N, X] ≤ δ}, the set Z N,δ is a matrix semialgebraic variety. 
. We will say thatZ is a curved interpolating path for D 1 , D 2 and we will say that the pathV is a flat interpolating path for D 3 , D 4 . Definition 2.3 ( operation). Given two matrix paths X, Y ∈ C([0, 1], M n ) we write X Y to denote the concatenation of X and Y , which is the matrix path defined in terms of X and Y by the expression,
Let us denote by κ the matrix compression M 2n → M n defined by the mapping
For any C * -homomorphism Ψ : M n → M n , we will write Ψ † and Ψ [m] to denote the inverse of Ψ and the natural extension
Remark 2.1. It can be seen that κ(ı 2 (x)) = x for any x ∈ M 2n , it can also be seen
Using the same notation as Pryde in [22] , let R (N ) denote the Clifford algebra over R with generators e 1 , . . . , e N and relations e i e j = −e j e i for i = j and e
is an associative algebra of dimension 2 N . Let S(N ) denote the set P({1, . . . , N }). Then the elements e S = e s1 · · · e s k form a basis when S = {s 1 , . . . , s k } and 1 ≤ s 1 < · · · < s k ≤ N . Elements of R (N ) are denoted by λ = S λ S e S where λ S ∈ R. Under the inner product λ, µ = S λ S µ S , R (N ) becomes a Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {e S }.
. By Cliff(X 1 , . . . , X N ) we will mean the operator norm of
Let us denote by ∆ the function ∆ :
. As a consequence of the estimates obtained in 2.3 we will have that ∆(S, T) ≤ m max 1≤j≤m S j − T j . 
for some constant C f which does not depend on n. Here ∆ is some suitable metric induced in M m n by the operator norm. The following results were proved in [25] .
Lemma 2.1 (Existence of isospectral approximants). Given ε > 0 there is δ > 0 such that, for any 2 families of N pairwise commuting normal matrices x 1 , . . . , x N and y 1 , . . . , y N which satisfy the constraints
Theorem 2.1 (Local normal toral connectivity). Given ε > 0 and any n ∈ Z + , there is δ > 0 such that, for any 2N normal contractions x 1 , . . . , x N and y 1 , . . . , y N in M n which satisfy the relations
there exist N toroidal matrix links X 1 , . . . , X N in M n , which solve the problems
and satisfy the constraints
Theorem 2.2 (Lifted local toral connectivity). Given ε > 0, there is δ > 0 such that, for any 2N normal contractions x 1 , . . . , x N and y 1 , . . . , y N in M n which satisfy the relations
there is a C * -homomorphism Φ : M n → M 2n and N toroidal matrix links X 1 , . . . , X N in C(I, M 2n ), which solve the problems
2.1. Jointly compressible matrix sets. Given 0 < δ ≤ ε, we can now consider an alternative approach to the local connectivity problem involving two N -sets of pairwise commuting normal matrix contractions X 1 , . . . , X N and Y 1 , . . . , Y N such that X j − Y j ≤ δ for each 1 ≤ j ≤ N . The approach that we will consider in this section consists of considering the existence of a normal contractionX such that X 1 , . . . , X N ∈ C * (X), and which also satisfies the constraint X − X j ≤ ε for some 1 ≤ j ≤ N . A matrixX which satisfies the previous conditions will be called a nearby generator for X 1 , . . . , X N , it can be seen that for any δ ≤ ν ≤ ε one can find a flat analytic pathX ∈ C([0, 1], M ∞ ) that performs the deformation X j νX , whereX is a nearby generator for X 1 , . . . , X N .
Given any joint isospectral approximant Ψ with respect to the families normal contractions described in the previous paragraph, along the lines of the program that we have used to derive the connectivity results T.2.1 and T.2.2, we can use L.2.1 to find a C * -automorphism which solves the extension problem described by the diagram,
and satisfies the relations Ψ(X j ) =Ψ(X j ) for each 1 ≤ j ≤ N together with the normed constraints
We refer to the C * -automorphismΨ in 2.5 as a compression of Ψ or a compressive joint isospectral approximant (CJIA) for the N -sets of normal contractions.
Matrix Words and Structured Matrix Sets
Given a finite set C := {c 1 , . . . , c M } ⊂ M n of normal contractions which contains the identity matrix 1 n ∈ M n and some fixed but arbitrary integer L > 0, by a mixed matrix word of length L we mean a function
The number deg(W L ) := max 1≤l≤L {k l } will be called the degree of the word W L . We call the sets C and X matrix coefficient and matrix variable sets respectively.
Let us consider now a function
where {α k,j } 1≤k≤m,1≤j≤J k ⊆ C and C is a set of matrix coefficients of the corresponding matrix words. Building on the ideas presented in [24, Chapt. 5], let us consider the following concept. 
For any C * -homomorphism Ψ :
[m] (Z N ) are covering varieties of Z N with respect to the natural extension to M m n of the linear compression κ defined in 2.2. Definition 3.2 (Structured Matrix C * -algebra). Given a matrix semialgebraic variety Z ⊆ N (n)(D 2 ) m , we say that the C * -algebra A Z := C * (X 1 , . . . , X m ) is a Z-structured matrix (or just matrix structured when it is clear from the context) C * -algebra, if X := (X 1 , . . . , X m ) ∈ Z.
Definition 3.3 (Structured C * -homomorphisms). Given a matrix semialgebraic variety Z ∈ M n and a Z-structured matrix C * -algebra
3.2. Local connectivity of covering matrix varieties. Let us start by generalizing some concepts in [25] . Lemma 3.1 (Local connectivity of GUJC matrix sets). Given ε > 0, there is δ > 0, such that for any two N -sets of GUJC pairwise commuting normal contractions
we will have that there are N commutativity preserving piecewise analytic paths
Proof. Since the N -sets of pairwise commuting normal contractions X 1 , . . . , X N and Y 1 , . . . , Y N are GUJC, we have that given 0 < δ ≤ ν ≤ ε/2 < 1, there are a normal contractionX ∈ M ∞ which commutes with each X j together with a GUCJIAΨ = Ad[W ] for some W ∈ U(M ∞ ) and a unitaryŴ ∈Ψ(C * (X)) such that
Let us set Z :=Ŵ * W , as a consequence of the inequality 3.2 we will have that there is a hermitian matrix −1 ≤ H Z ≤ 1 in M ∞ such that e πiH Z = Z. By using 3.2 again, it can be seen that we can now use the curved pathsX j := Ad[e πitH Z ](X j ) to solve the problems X j ε/2Ψ (X j ), and then we can solve the problemsΨ(X j ) ν Y j using the flat pathsX j := (1 − t)Ψ(X j ) + tY j . We can construct the solvent interpolating paths by setting X j :=X j X j for each 1 ≤ j ≤ N . This completes the proof. Lemma 3.2. Given a unital abelian C * -algebra D and any two finite families of pairwise orthogonal projections P := {P 1 , . . . , P r } and Q := {Q 1 , . . . , Q s } in D such that 1 D = j P j = k Q k , there is a family R := {R 1 , . . . , R t } of pairwise orthogonal projections in D such that span {P, Q} ⊆ span R and |R| ≤ P||Q|.
Proof. Since P, Q ⊂ D, by setting R j,k := P j Q k it can be seen that P, Q ⊆ span {R j,k }. Let us set R := {R j,k }, it can be seen that |R| ≤ |P||Q| and span {P, Q} ⊆ span R. This completes the proof.
Along the lines of the proof of [1, P.VI.6.6] we can derive the following lemma.
Lemma 3.3. Given a unitary W and a normal contraction D in M n , if D = r j=1 α j P j is diagonal for 1 ≤ r ∈ Z and α 1 , . . . , α r ∈ D 2 , the set {P j } consists of pairwise orthogonal diagonal projections in M n such that j P j = 1 n , and α j = α k whenever k = j, then there is a unitary matrix Z ∈ M n and a constant C depending on r and
Proof. Since there are r mutually orthogonal projections 0 n ≤ P 1 , . . . , P r ≤ 1 n in M n such that j P j = 1 n and D := j α j P j with α j ∈ D 2 . By setting W j,k := P j W P k , we will have that W has a decomposition W = j,k W j,k and it can be seen that
Hence, for j = k,
Hence, by setting s = min j,k |α j − α k | we will have that
Then V ∈ U(n) and from the above inequality, we see that
Hence, with deg(p) ≤ r, we will have that there are at most r complex numbers α 1 , . . . , α r ∈ D 2 and r pairwise orthogonal projections P 1 , . . . , P r such that p(α j ) = 0, j P j = 1 and U = j α j P j .
Lemma 3.4 (Local algebraic contractive connectivity). Given any ε ≥ 0 and N polynomials p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ C[z], there is δ ≥ 0 such that for any integer n ≥ 1 and any 2N normal contractions X 1 , . . . , X N ,Y 1 , . . . , Y N in M n which satisfy the relations
for each 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N , there are N local analytic matrix homotopies Z 1 , . . . , Z N in M n which solve the interpolation problems
and also satisfy the relations
for each t ∈ I and each 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N .
Proof. By changing basis if necessary, we can assume that Y 1 , . . . , Y N are diagonal matrices. Let us set K := 1 + N j=1 max{1, deg(p j )} and let us consider the sets Z(p j ) = {z ∈ D 2 |p j (z) = 0}, 1 ≤ j ≤ N . Given ε > 0, there is δ > 0 that can be chosen so that
we will have that there is a unitaryŴ ∈ U(n) such that Y j =Ŵ X jŴ * = Ψ(X j ), otherwise we get a contradiction. By R.3.2 and by iterating on L.3.2 we can find a family of pairwise orthogonal projections P := {P 1 , . . . , P K } with j P j = 1 n and Y j ∈ span P for each 1 ≤ j ≤ N .
By choosing any arbitrary 1 ≤ j ≤ N , we can now find a contractive perturbation X of X j such that Ψ(X) := K j=1 α j P j ∈ span P, X − X j ≤ δ/2, σ(X) consists of K distinct points and such that σ(X j ) is δ/2-dense in σ(X). By the hypotheses of the lemma, we can now obtain the estimates
By L.3.3 there is a unitary Z such that [Z, Ψ(X)] = 0 and Z −Ŵ ≤ ε, and which also satisfies the relations [Z, Ψ( , 1], N (n) ) that solve the interpolation problems X j ε Y j together with the rest of the constraints in the statement of the lemma, and we are done.
3.2.2. Soft Algebraic Contractions. Along the lines followed in [25] let us now consider two particular types of matrix paths defined as follows.
Lemma 3.5 (Local Soft algebraic contractive connectivity). Given any ε ≥ 0 and N polynomials p 1 , . . . , p N ∈ C[z], there is δ ≥ 0 such that for any integer n ≥ 1 and any 2N normal contractions
for each 1 ≤ j, k ≤ N , there are N local piecewise analytic matrix homotopies Z 1 , . . . , Z N in M n which solve the interpolation problems
Proof. By a similar perturbation argument to the one implemented in the proof of L.3.4 and by matrix Lipschitz continuity of polynomials we can find 0 < δ ≤ ε/6 such that Remark 3.3. The application/modification of L.3.5 to the solution of unitary connectivity problems together with some connectivity results for matrix representations of softened abelian group C * -algebras in the sense of Farsi [8] raises interesting questions, this will be the subject of further study. We can also combine L.3.4 and L.3.5 with the techniques presented in [25] to derive some results in matrix numerical analysis and topologically controlled linear algebra. This will be the subject of further study 
Let us consider the universal C * -algebras I m and S m−1 ε described in term of generators and relations by the expressions. 
3.5, for any given ε > 0, there is δ > 0 such that for any two representations 
By L.3.5, for any given ε > 0, there is δ > 0 such that for any two representations 
Hints and Future Directions
The detection of nearby matrix representations of Semi-Soft Cubes and Spheres that can be uniformly deformed locally, provides interesting connections with some problems and questions in topologically controlled linear algebra raised by M. H. Freedman and R. Kirby, these connections togther with some related computational procedures will be studied in [18] .
The geometric ideas and concepts developed by M. A. Rieffel in [23] together with the techniques introduced by T. A. Loring and G. K. Pedersen in [16] and by D. Hadwin in [11] , can be combined with the deformation/connectivity techniques presented in this document to obtain some information on the local geometric structure of Rep(C ε (S 2 ), M ∞ ) is particularly intersting because of its implicit relation with some equivalent formulations of Connes's embedding problem, and will be the subject of further study.
Some applications to the analysis of molecular data and related processes in chemical engineering and Graphene Nanotechnology (in the sense of [10] and [15] ) are also considered as a subject of further study.
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